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L'mmillafioll of pigrons' kry-prckillg 
performancr. rrilljilfced Oll ('onmrrrllf 
va r iablr-in lrrval I-min variable-ill fen'al 
3-min schedules. as a fllncfion of fhr 
changeover clrlay revraled fhr followillg 
rrlationships. As fhe changeol'er drlay was 
illcreased frolll () lhrough 20 sec 
(I) relative respol/se j'rel[lIene)' Oll the key 
color associafed lI'i/h fhe I-min sehedule 
illCfeased, (:3) rela/il'e fime spen/ in fhe 
I-min seiledlllc illcreased. (3) obfailled 
rclafil'e frei/lIcll(1' of reillforeemenf in file 
I-mill schedllle illcreased. alld 
(4) challgell!'''' ra /c dCCfeased. 

('uncurrent operants are dcfined as "two 
ur I1Hlrc lL"I'''lhL'' "I dit'krcilt tllpll[!raplty 
at !ca,t \\ itlr rL"I'L'ct tu !<'cll'. capabk ot' 
being excclltnl with little mutual 
il1lL'rt'L'IL'l1cl' "t tlrl' '~JI11C timc or in rapid 
allL'rJ1~lti\)11. llllJl'l Ilrl' cUl1tml Pt' ,cparatc 
programing dcviccs I Fcrstcr & Skinner. 
1957]." The sdledliles uf reinforccment 
provided by the separate programming 
dcvices represent wncurrent schedules of 
reinforcemcnt. Much research effort has 
been directcd towards dctermining the 
relationship betwecn the parameters of the 
concurrent schedulcs and the frequency of 
occurrence of the coneurrent operants (see 
Catania, 19(6). Scveral studies (Catania, 
1963; Herrnstein. 1961; Shu11 & Pliskoff. 
1967) have demonstrated that when similar 
responses are maintaincd by concurrent 
variable-interval (VI) schedules of 
reinforcement, the rclative frequeney of 
occurrence of each of the responses closely 
approximates the relative frequency of 
reinforcement 01' each of the responses. 
The relative frequency of occurrence of 
response is the frequency of occurrence of 
that response divided by the sum of the 
frequencies of occurrence of a11 of the 
concurrent responses. The relative 
frequency of reinforccment is determined 
in a similar manne!'. The near equivalence 
of the two measurcs appears to be critically 
dependent upon the inclusion of a 
changeover delay (COO) procedure 
(Catania. 1963; Herrnstein, 1961; Shull & 
Pliskoff. 1967). A eoo imposes a 
minimum delay l1l'twccn the occurrence of 
one response 3nJ thc rcinforcc11lent of any 
concurrent rcsponsc. Abrief delay 
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(approximately 2 sec) is generally 
sufficient to insure the near equivalence of 
the relative measures. 

Shu11 & Pliskoff (t 967) examined the 
effects of a wide range of COD values on 
relative frequcncy of responding. Their 
results suggest that the relative frequency 
01' rcsponding may be a continuous 
function of the eoo duration in 
conjunct ion with the programmed relative 
frcqucncy of reinforcement. 

Thc Shull and Pliskoff study differs 
from most studies of concurrent schedules 
of reinforcement in several ways. Most 
notable among these was the use of the 
lever pressing of rats as the concurrent 
operants and brain stimulation as the 
reinforcing stimulus. The present 
experiment replicated the work of Shull 
and Pliskoff, using the more conventional 
key pecking of pigeons as the concurrent 
operants and mixed grain as the reinforcing 
stimulus. 

SUBJECTS ANO APPARATUS 
Three adult White Carneaux pigeons 

were maintained at 8O'7r of their 
free-feeding body weights. All of the birds 
were experimentally naive at the start of 
the experiment. 

A standard two-key experimental 
chamber was used (Lehigh Valley 
Electronics). The keys were 6Y, in. apart 
and required a force of approximately 20 g 
to activate the microswitch behind the 
keys. 

PROCEOURE 
Throughout the experiment only pecks 

on the left key were reinforced by 3.5-sec 
periods of access to mixed grain. All 
sessions, with the exception of the initial 
shaping session, occurred on successive 
days and lasted until 60 reinforcements 
had occurred. Over aseries of 16 sessions, 
the schedule of reinforcement of pecking 
was shifted from continuous reinforcement 
to multiple VI I-min schedules of 
reinforcemen t. Ouring successive 2-min 
periods, the left key was alternately 
transilluminated with red and green lights. 
This condition was maintained for 10 
sessions. This was followed by 10 sessions 
of concurrcnt VI I.S-min. VI \.5-min 
schedules of rcinforcement. Independent 
and simultaneously operative tape 
programmers arranged reinforcements for 
pecks Oll the left key. Reinforccmcnts 
assigncd by one of thr programmers 
occurred only for pecks on thr red key. 

T h c () ther programmer assigned 
reinfurccmcnts or pecks on the green key. 
Pecks on the righ t key, which was now 
illuminatcd with white light, altemated the 
colors on the left key. Each tape 
programmcr rall cuntinuously throughuut 
the session, stopping only when a 
reinforcement was assigned and remaining 
stopped until the reinforcer had been 
presented. The concurrent schedules of 
reinforcement of pecks during red and 
green illumination were next shifted to 
VI I-min and VI 3-min, respectively. These 
schedules were maintained for the 
remainder of the experiment. At this time, 
an ascending series of COO values was 
initiated. Each response on the righ t key 
started a timer or restarted the tim er if it 
was in operation at the time of a response. 
A response on the left key coald not be 
reinforced during the duration specified by 
the timer, although the programmers 
contirtued to operate and reinforcements 
could be assigned. Each COO value was in 
effect for 10 sessions. The values used are 
shown in Column 1 ofTable 1. 

RESUL TS ANO DISCUSSION 
F or each session, the relative frequency 

of responses emitted on the left key when 
it was illuminated with red light, the 
proportion of the session time during 
which it was so illuminated, and the 
proportion of reinforcements of pecking 
that occurred while the left key was 

Table 1 
\1ean Performance \1easures for Last Five Days 
Under Each COD Condition. Relative measures 
are wilh respect to the VI I·min schedule. 

Relative 
('on Relative Reinforce- Relative 
(Sec) Response ment Time CO/Min 

SI 
0 .60 .73 .65 19.13 
2 .73 .75 .76 4.89 
5 .70 .74 .73 1.90 

10 .92 .90 .93 .36 
15 .88 .87 .87 .42 
20 .98 .98 .97 .06 

S2 
0 .63 .72 .59 11.47 
2 .71 .76 .75 4.30 
5 .79 .79 .85 1.11 

10 .86 .86 .88 .32 
15 .99 .98 .99 .05 
20 1.00 1.00 1.00 .00 

S3 
0 .69 .73 .69 12.20 
2 .77 .77 .80 4.03 
5 .75 .78 .78 1.23 

10 .78 .81 .79 .80 
15 .89 .91 .87 .45 
20 .96 .98 .98 .11 

:\ n:rage 
0 .64 .73 .64 14.27 
2 .74 .76 .77 4.-11 
5 .75 .77 .79 J..t I 

10 .85 .86 .87 .-19 
15 .92 .92 .91 . .11 
20 .l)H .99 .98 .06 

BI 



illul11inated with red light wcrc (lll11puted. 
For each S. the l1lean 01' ~a(h 01' thesc 
measures for the last 5 days of each eOD 
condition are presented in Table 1 in the 
columns headed Relative Responding, 
Relative Time, and' Relative 
Reinforcements, respectively. The average 
of these measures for the three Ss is also 
presented. The rate of key color changes 
(pecks on the right key) for each S and 
averaged over Ss during the last 5 days of 
each eOD condition are presented in the 
columns headed ehangeover Responses per 
Minute in Table 1. 

The data presented in Table 1 dearly 
indicate that the relative response 
frequency, the relative reinforcement 
frequency. and the relative time spent with 
the key illuminated by red light increased 
systematically as the eOD duration was 
increased. The rate at which the color and 
schedules were alternated on the left key 
decreased as the eOD duration was 
increased. 

These findings are in excellent 
agreement with those presented by Shull 
and Pliskoff. eonsequently, the findings 
reported by Shull and PIiskoff do not seem 
to be critically dependent on the nature of 
the S or reinforcer they used. Additionally, 
the present results indicate that the relative 
measures change continuously with 
increases in eOD value beyond that needed 
to insure a dose correspondence between 
the relative response measure and the 
programmed relative frequency of 
reinforcement. In the Shull and PIiskoff 
study only one eOD value beyond the 
value required to obtain this 
correspondence was examined. 

It is not entirely dear on the basis of the 
present study or the earlier work of Shull 
and PIiskoff whether or not changes in 
relative response frequency at eOD values 
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longer than those required to in sure 
correspondence between relative response 
frequency and the programmed relative 
frequency of reinforcel1lent are the 
consequence of the same factors 
responsible for changes in relative response 
frequency at shorter eOD values. In both 
studies, there is a dose correspondence 
between the relative response frequency 
and the obtained relative reinforcement 
frequency at aIl eOD values greater than 
the value at which the correspondence wilh 
the programmed relative frequency is first 
observed. It is possible, therefore. that with 
higher eOD values the changes in relative 
response frequency are more directly a 
consequence of changes in obtained 
reinforcement frequency produced by 
changes in eOD value. 

Stubbs & Pliskoff (1969) found relative 
response frequency was essentially 
constant over a wide range of eOD values 
when reinforcements were programmed so 
tha t obtained relative reinforcement 
frequencies equaled progral11l1lcd at all 
eOD values. These findings support thc 
view that the changes in relative response 
rate found in the present study and in the 
Shull and Pliskoff study may resuit from 
the accompanying changes in 
reinforcement rate rather than the changes 
in eOD directly. 

Such an account, however, could not 
explain the changes in relative response 
frequency resulting from changes in eOD 
values at the low end of the range 
examined by Shull and Pliskoff. They 
found continuous ch an ge s in relative 
response frequency with a constant 
obtained relative reinforcement frequency 
that was essentially equal to the 
programrned relative frequency. 

More generally , the eOD can be viewed 
as a member of a larger dass of procedures 

that imposc contingencics following 
changeovers. In Ihis broader conlex t. 
following each changeover with an clectric 
shock (Todorov. 19(9) and rctjuiring 20 
pecks on the changeover key for a schcdule 
change (Stubbs & Pliskoff. 19(9) 
produced relative response frequencies in 
Ihe richer schedule that were substantially 
higher than the obtained relative 
reinforcement frequencies. The reasons 
that the eOD produces different effects 
from these other procedures under so me 
conditions are not cIear. Most likely. the 
eOD involves complex contingencies that 
need to be further analyzed. 
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